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Achieving the Holy Grail of Emergency Department
Evaluation for Chest Pain
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iatrogenic events, incidental findings, lost productivity, patient
anxiety, and low value healthcare spending. To cite just a few
of the many strategies studied over the years, we have experimented with combinations of ED-based rapid diagnostic protocols,6 observation-based care protocols,7 clinical decision
rules,8 sequencing of services,9 novel imaging modalities,10
high-sensitivity troponin,11 and decision aids.12 To what extent
have we finally found the holy grail?13
As a starting point, it is critical to begin with the end in
mind by considering those elements that would constitute the
ideal solution, whether it is a single tool or set of tools packaged together, to best determine which patients presenting to
the ED with chest pain concerning for ACS require further
hospital-based care or are safe for discharge. Importantly, the
strategy must satisfy at least 3 key stakeholders, emergency
providers, patients, and society. The approach must also
consider the essential next step in bridging the gap between
research and practice where findings are translatable into
widespread clinical use.14 Let us begin by considering the
point of view from the emergency provider, where it must
meet the following major criteria:
–– Timely: Time-to-decision is an imperative within the
context of the ED care setting. Secondarily, although observation care options have often been adopted as an adjunct strategy and extend beyond the standard initial ED
visit, improvements in the timeliness of disposition under these approaches are also beneficial for system flow.
–– Feasible: The approach must be well integrated into the
work flow of frontline emergency providers. Therefore,
data elements required to calculate risk scores, adoption
of new diagnostic test modalities, or use of particular
health services must be available 24/7 and across all
types of ED care settings, from rural to urban and academic to community practices.
–– Sensitive: Whether applying these standards to a diagnostic test, diagnostic protocol, or clinical risk calculator, it must ensure to the extent possible that no cases
of major adverse cardiac events are missed, recognizing the inherent limitation of ever achieving a no miss
benchmark.

he emergency department (ED) sits at the interface
between the inpatient and outpatient delivery arms of the
US healthcare system. For each encounter, emergency providers must determine to what extent the patients in their charge
would benefit from further care in the hospital. In an ideal
state, those decisions are precisely determined, with patients
selected to stay who would truly benefit. In reality, those decisions are complex and highly variable.1
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See Article by Frisoli et al
There is no clinical condition that better symbolizes this
challenge in the ED than the symptom of chest pain,2 which
brings with it a heterogeneous mix of patient populations
and underlying diagnoses. On the one hand, most chest pain
symptoms ultimately have a benign course. On the other hand,
some patients with chest pain are diagnosed with serious,
life-threatening conditions that require timely interventions.
The combination is volatile—we annually spend substantial
amounts of healthcare resources endeavoring to discriminate
between these 2 groups of patients. As the authors Frisoli et al3
note in this issue of Circulation: Cardiovascular Quality and
Outcomes, chest pain is common and costly.
Clinicians and investigators have been hacking away at
chest pain for >3 decades,4 looking for the elusive holy grail
solution to this quandary: a single tool or combination of tools
that perfectly sorts patients presenting to the ED with chest
pain for which acute coronary syndrome (ACS) remains a
consideration into those at high enough risk to require further
diagnostic work versus those at low enough risk to be safely
discharged.5 The consequences on both sides of the ledger are
substantial. On the underdiagnosis side are missed immediate
and directly downstream major adverse cardiac events, generally defined as acute myocardial infarction, percutaneous
coronary intervention, coronary artery bypass grafting, coronary angiography revealing procedurally correctable stenosis
managed conservatively, and death because of any cause. On
the overdiagnosis side is unnecessary treatment leading to
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From a patient’s perspective:

–– Safe: Patients prioritize an approach that best combines

sensitivity and specificity, so risks of a missed adverse
advent are balanced with risks of exposure to unnecessary testing and health services.
–– Maximized health: The end goal of all healthcare encounters is to maximize health. Diagnostic tests and procedural interventions that do not lead to improvements in
function, reductions in disease burden, and prevention of
future medical events are effort without benefit accompanied by the risk of harm.
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–– Optimized care experience: Ideal strategies should lead

to reductions in uncertainty, improved patient understanding of risks and care options, greater convenience,
and less waiting.
–– Cheap: Patients want quality care at the best price.
Finally, from society’s perspective:

–– Specific: Optimizing the use of resources to ensure the

diagnosis of true positives—those with ACS—and limit
expenditures on cases without the disease.
–– Cost effective: Prioritizing the efficiency in how healthcare dollars are spent so that society derives maximum
value for resources consumed.
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Now let us apply this admittedly high standard to the clinical trial by Frisoli et al.3
At the center of the trial is the HEART (History, ECG,
Age, Risk factors, Troponin) score clinical decision rule.15
However, this original decision rule has been modified and
dubbed the Henry Ford Heart Score with the addition of a second troponin at least 3 hours apart from the first and then effectively operationalized as an ED clinical protocol. For those
patients with a presentation concerning for ACS and determined by the treating emergency providers to require further
management in an observation unit under usual care, the trial
randomizes subjects at low risk by the modified HEART score
(score ≤3) to either discharge or completion of the observation
unit care with accompanying stress testing. According to the
authors, the objective of the study was to determine the health
service savings derived from this strategy for this group of
patients the authors consider truly low risk by evaluating the
primary end points of 30-day total charges and hospital dwell
time for the index encounter. The authors are commended for
looking across the episode of care to quantify the outcomes
tied to implementing a strategy for ED chest pain presentations, including related clinical outcomes in conjunction with
the balance sheet of health service costs accrued between the
intervention and control groups.
Referencing the criteria as previously outlined from the 3
different stakeholder perspectives, the Henry Ford Heart Score
strategy generally scores well. The objectives of the trial most
directly address society’s needs, where it was shown to be
more cost effective (reduction in median total charges of care
at 30 days, $2953 versus $9616; P<0.001) without missed
adverse events. For emergency providers, there is upside in
the sensitivity of the protocol which missed no major adverse
cardiac events, and, potentially, in its feasibility as the modified HEART score on the surface seems relatively straightforward to integrate into practice although this was not formally
measured. Meanwhile, the patient’s perspective mostly must
be inferred because this group’s needs were not fully investigated. Nevertheless, improvements in timeliness of care with
reductions in wait times (decrease in median hospital length of
stay of 6.3 versus 25.9 hours; P<0.001) are likely meaningful.
However, there are a few biases to consider within the study
design. First is to emphasize what the authors acknowledge in
their limitations: (1) the small sample size restricts a full appraisal
of accompanying adverse events, and (2) the single health system
scope curtails the generalizability of the charge outcome with the
potential for leakage of full capture of spending if some patients

followed up with external institutions. Next is to recognize that
this trial starts one step downstream from where most emergency providers approach this clinical decision in that patients
were enrolled after the decision to observe was determined. As a
result, we start with a group of chest pain patients thought to be
likely at higher risk for ACS on average in the eyes of this particular group of emergency providers. We, therefore, do not have
information on how the Henry Ford Heart Score would perform
across these same measured outcomes on patients with chest
pain who were initially sent home before enrollment—perhaps
in the context of this trial, the very low risk.
Finally, all patients placed in the observation unit arm of
the study were subject to the intent-to-treat of stress testing
with 81% ultimately having received that service. In contrast,
only 3 subjects in the intervention arm ultimately underwent
outpatient stress testing in the 30 days after ED discharge.
This bias easily tilts the healthcare spending outcome finding
in favor of the intervention arm and is one of the major drivers
of the difference between the 2 groups. It is unknown whether
other hospitals and their local healthcare communities would
have similar results if this approach was applied to their populations of ED chest pain patients where, for example, there
may be lower rates of stress testing under observation, higher
rates of follow-up outpatient stress testing, or differences in
downstream ED return visit rates and rehospitalizations.
So, what is the take home from this study? Fundamentally,
what the trial calls into question is to what extent a population of
ED patients presenting with chest pain scored to be at low risk
by a small modification to a validated decision rule, the HEART
score, should undergo immediate further risk stratification with
stress testing within an observation care setting. The corollary is
which of the patients within this low-risk group would ultimately
derive benefits from stress testing, and, from a health resource
and patient safety perspective, does the timing and setting of that
testing occur in the hospital or as an outpatient? This is a particularly timely question because recent evidence has called into
question the long-term health benefits derived from a routine
stress testing strategy.16 The authors end by calling for a larger
multicenter randomized trial to further prove safety and efficacy.
At the end of the day, the Henry Ford Heart Score protocol
is promising but requires additional evidence to fully endorse.
But the prize is worth the effort. Arriving at a strategy that
fully addresses each stakeholder concern, maximizes health
outcomes with accompanying cost efficiency while setting up
for a potentially smooth translation into widespread routine
clinical practice in the ED, will achieve substantial gains for
what is a common and costly patient experience.
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